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Introduction 
 

OverRealm is a competitive two-player card game where you choose a hero to battle your opponent’s hero. The one left standing is the winner. Turns are 
semi-simultaneous and feature a double-blind action-selection mechanic, so you can never be too sure what your opponent will do next, creating constant 
tension. Summon minions to exert your dominance and help your hero overthrow the enemy. The first player to win two rounds is declared the winner. 
 
 

Meet the Heroes! 
 

Ghastis Brinnar cranks up the heat!  
Place ignite counters on your pyromaniac minions to unleash their fiery wrath. 

 
Aurora Polaris sends icy chills down her opponents’ spines!  

Place freeze counters on enemy minions and watch them shiver and weaken. 
 

Felix Sylkstaff breathes life into battle!  
Summon minions face-down as cocoons and hatch them to reveal their true potential. 

 
Lilith Grimoire loves watching minions die…especially her own!  

Place blight counters on your horror minions to make them stronger and eventually implode with terrifying results. 
 

Wulfric Relogun is locked and loaded for combat!  
Hedge your bets to have one marine minion fire or win combat and have your best marines unload their militarized fury. 

 
Vanessa Groovesong serenades her foes with vicious melodies!  

Choose whether to have your musician minions jam out and get stronger, or have one perform a solo for an unforgettable 
sound-wave blast. 
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Contents and Setup 
 

 
 
 

Components 
 
Each Hero has associated with it: 
 

● 1 Hero Card 
● 3 Loadout Cards 
● ~4 Ally Minion Cards 
● 20 Minion Cards 
● 5 Combat Cards 
● Additional hero-specific pieces* 

 
*Not required for all characters 
 
Other Components: 
 

● 60 Damage Counters 
● 3 Turn Cards 

Setup 
 

1. Select which Hero you want to play as. 
2. Select which Loadout Card you want to start with for your chosen 

hero. 
3. Place the Hero Card and Loadout Card in front of you. 
4. Retrieve your chosen Loadout Card’s starting Ally Minion Card and 

place it in front of you. 
5. Retrieve you minion deck, shuffle it, and put it in front of you. 
6. Draw 4 cards from your Minion Deck into your hand. 
7. Place your hero’s 5 Combat Cards in your hand. 
8. Place the Turn Card between you and your opponent. 
9. Randomly determine which player the “Strength Stance” side of the 

Turn Card faces. 
10. Begin! 
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Sample Board Overview 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Hero Card 

2. Loadout Card 

3. Ally Minion Card 

4. Minion Deck 

5. Your Hand 

6. Minion Cards in-hand 

7. Combat Cards in-hand 

8. Discard 

9. Turn Card 
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Phases of a Turn 
 
Each turn is simultaneous. Below are the phases of each turn in the order 
they occur. 
 
Ready Phase (skip this phase on the first turn) 

1. Rotate the turn card 180º. 
2. Ready all exhausted minions you control. 
3. Draw one card from you minion deck 

 
Minion Phase 

1. The player with Special Stance has their minion phase first. That 
player may summon a minion, use hero abilities, etc. When the 
player with Special Stance has finished their actions, then the player 
with Strength Stance has their minion phase. 

 
Combat Phase 

1. Both players play a Combat Card from their hand face-down, then 
simultaneously reveal chosen card. The players resolve combat then 
move to the dominance phase. 

 
Dominance Phase 

1. Both players sum the dominance values of their minions, then  
the player with the higher total dominance wins dominance. The 
winner of dominance subtracts their opponent’s dominance total 
from their dominance total and deals that much damage to the 
opposing hero. 

 

Win Condition 
 

Reduce your opponent’s hero’s hit points to zero. 
 
 

 

*Ready Phase* 
 
Each new turn starts at the ready phase. Skip this phase for the first turn. 
During this phase, do the following steps: 

● Rotate the turn card 180º 
● Ready all exhausted minions you control 
● Draw one cards from you minion deck 

Definitions:  
● Exhaust: Minions will become exhausted during the game. To 

exhaust a minion, rotate it 90º clockwise. To ready a minion, rotate it 
back to its upright position. 

● Ready: Minions that are ready are not exhausted. 
 

Turn Card 
 
The turn card determines the order players have their minion phase and also 
determines combat tie-breakers. The side facing you is the benefit you 
receive that turn. At the start of each ready phase, rotate the turn card 180º. 
At the start of the game, randomly determine which sides faces who. 
 

 
Special Stance: While this faces you:  

● your minion phase occurs first this turn (denoted by 1st) 
● your power-up is strong and your attack is fast this turn 

Strength Stance: While this faces you: 
● your minion phase occurs second this turn (denoted by 2nd) 
● your attack is strong and your power-up is fast this turn 
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*Minion Phase* 
 
The minion phase occurs after the ready phase. The player with Special 
Stance has their minion phase first, where they take their action(s). After that 
player has taken all their actions, then the player with Strength Stance has 
their minion phase and takes their action(s). During the minion phase, 
players may use the following actions in any order:  
 

● Summon one minion from your hand 
● Use activate and power abilities from heroes, loadouts, and minions 

 

Minions 
 
If you summon a minion, place it on the board. Minions have:  
 

● Hit Points (HP) 
● Dominance (DOM) 
● Ability 
● Sub-Type 

 
If a minion takes damage equal to or greater than its HP, it dies and is sent 
to discard. Damage accumulates. DOM adds to your total dominance, which 
is important for the dominance phase (pg. 11). Minion abilities vary greatly 
and often one minion ability can trigger another. Do each ability in order. If 
two trigger simultaneously, choose which occurs first. 
 
There is no restriction on how many minions players may control and their 
position on the board is not important. Organize minions however you see fit. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Types of Minion Abilities 
 
There are 7 different types of abilities: 

 
Activate 

- Activate abilities are used during the minion 
phase, and may only be used once per minion 
phase. Exhausted minions cannot use activate 
abilities. You may use multiple different activate 
abilities during your minion phase. 
 

 
Summon 

- Summon abilities occur when that minion is 
summoned. Ally minions are considered 
summoned at the start of the game. Summon 
abilities occur before triggered abilities. 

 
Triggered 

- Triggered abilities occur when a certain condition 
is met. If multiple triggered abilities occur at the 
same time, choose the order in which they occur. 

 
Ongoing 

-  
Ongoing abilities are always occurring. 

 
Protector 

- Protector refers to a specific ability that states: 
Whenever an opposing minion ability targets a 
minion you control, this minion must be one of the 
targets if this minion is ready. 

 
Start 

- Start abilities occur at the start of your minion 
phase, before you summon a minion or use 
abilities. If multiple start abilities occur at the same 
time, choose the order in which they occur. 

 
Power 

- Power abilities are used during the minion phase. 
These require you to have and discard a specified 
number of power tokens. Only one can be 
activated per minion phase. 
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Minion Card Example 

 
 

 
 
Magmahide Monster has 4HP (hit points) and 1DOM (dominance). Its first 
ability is a triggered ability, which occurs whenever a minion you control 
ignites. Its second ability is an ongoing ability, where Magmahide Monster’s 
DOM permanently increases by 1 for each rune on it. 
 
Some minions have sub-types, which are found directly beneath HP and 
DOM and above the first ability. 
 

Hero Card Example 
 
Hero Cards and their abilities govern their playstyle. Hero abilities function 
just like minion abilities and may also define a new ability that its minions 
may use. 
 

 
 

Ghastis Brinnar has five abilities. His first ability is an activate ability, which 
lets you put an ignite counter on himself or target pyromaniac (a minion 
sub-type) you control. The second ability is a triggered ability, which states 
how ignite abilities work for Ghastis Brinnar and all pyromaniacs you 
control. The third ability is an ignite ability, which is defined in the second 
ability ability. The last two abilities are power abilities – the first one requires 
one power token to activate, the second requires three power tokens. 
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Loadout Card Example 
 

 
Loadout Cards determine your hero’s HP total and which Ally Minion you 
begin the game with. Loadout abilities function just like minion abilities. 
 
Cindersear Torch sets Ghastis Brinnar’s HP to 15. Its starting Ally Minion is 
Masogoblo. Cindersear Torch has two abilities. It’s first is an activate ability, 
and the other is a power ability that costs two power tokens to activate. 
 
Loadout Cards never leave play. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
*Combat Phase* 

 
After both players have finished their minion phases, you enter the combat 
phase. During the combat phase, both players select a combat card from 
their hand and place it face-down. Once both players have done so, they 
reveal their selected combat cards simultaneously, and resolve combat. 
After combat is resolved, the revealed combat cards return to players’ 
hands. There are five actions players can select: attack, counter, power-up, 
burst, and defend. Attack beats power-up; power-up beats counter; and 
counter beats attack. 
 
Attack, counter, and power-up all beat burst. Burst beats defend. Defends 
prevents attack, counter, and power-up. Combat cards are the same for 
each hero. 
 
If both players reveal attack or power-up, the tie is determined by the Turn 
Card – fast beats strong. If both players reveal counter, nothing happens. 
 
The player that wins combat does their combat action, then the other player 
does their weak combat action if applicable. 
 
Below is a combat diagram: 
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Attack Card 

 

 
 
Players with Special Stance use the fast attack, which 

● Deals 2DMG (damage) to target minion or enemy hero 
 
Players with Strength Stance use the strong attack, which 

● Deals 3DMG (damage) to any target (including heroes) 
● If the strong attack kills a minion, any excess damage is dealt to the 

opposing hero 
○ Example: if strong attack targets a minion with 1HP, that 

minion dies, and the opposing hero takes 2DMG 
 
Players that reveal attack and lose combat perform the weak attack action, 
which deals 1DMG to any target minion. 
 
Attack return to players’ hands after each combat. 
 

 
Counter Card 

 

 
A player who successfully counters chooses two of the following two options: 

● Silence target minion 
● Deal 2DMG to the enemy hero 
● You gain +3DOM this turn 
● Target minion can’t be targeted by minion abilities or combat actions 

until the end of the next turn 
● Steal one power token 

 
A player that reveals counter and loses combat will use weak counter, which 
allows that player to choose two of the following options: 

● Deal 1DMG to the enemy hero 
● You gain +2DOM this turn 
● Target minion gains +1 armor 

 
If both players reveal counter, nothing happens and combat was a tie. 
Counter returns to players’ hands after each combat. 
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Power-Up Card 

 

 
Players with Special Stance use the strong power-up, which lets that player: 

● Exhaust target minion and gain one power token 
● Repeat the following step twice: exhaust target minion or gain one 

power token. 
 
Players with Strength Stance use the fast power-up, which lets that player: 

● Exhaust target minion and gain one power token 
● Exhaust target minion or gain one power token. 

 
Players that reveal power-up and lose combat perform the weak power-up 
action, which lets that player: 

● Gain one power token or exhaust target minion. 
 
Power-Up returns to players’ hands after each combat. 

 
 

 
Burst Card 

 

 
 
A player who successfully bursts may choose two of the following options: 

● Attack (fast) 
● Power-up (fast) 
● Counter 

 
If both players reveal burst, both players may summon an additional minion 
next turn. 
 
Players that reveal burst and lose combat don’t do anything. 
 
Burst returns to players’ hands after each combat. 
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Defend Card 
 

 
 
A player that successfully defends: 

● Prevents all non-burst combat actions from occurring 
● May choose to skip the dominance phase this turn 
● Deals 1DMG to your hero 

 
If both players reveal defend, repeat the combat phase, but neither player 
can reveal Defend. 
 
Successfully defending is not considered winning combat. 
 
Players that reveal defend and lose combat don’t do anything. 
 
Defend returns to players’ hands at the end of the next turn. 
 

 
*Dominance Phase* 

 
After the combat phase comes the dominance phase. Each player sums the 
dominance values of their ready minions, excluding exhausted minions. The 
player with the higher total dominance wins dominance. The winner of 
dominance subtracts their opponent’s dominance total from their dominance 
total and deals that much damage to the opposing hero. 
 
Example: Both Albert and Becky revealed counter during the combat phase, 
which resulted in a tie. Albert sums the dominance of each of his ready 
minions, which totals 7. Becky sums the dominance of each of her ready 
minions, which totals 4. Albert wins dominance. Albert takes his dominance 
total of 7 and subtracts Becky’s dominance total of 4 from it, which equals 3. 
Albert’s hero deals 3 damage to Becky’s hero. 
 
If both players total dominance are equal, neither player wins dominance. 

 
*End Turn* 

 
After the dominance phase the turn ends. Players proceed back to the ready 
phase. 
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*Definitions* 

 
Ally Minion 

● Ally minions do not go into your minion deck and do not go to 
discard when killed. Ally minions are denoted by two purple star 
icons. Starting ally minions are considered to be summoned on the 
first turn. Ally minions are not sent to discard and are instead 
removed from the game. 

 
Armor 

● Place an armor counter on target minion. Minions with armor 
counters gain +1HP. 

 
Exhaust: 

● Minions will become exhausted throughout each game. To exhaust 
a minion, rotate it 90º clockwise. To ready a minion, rotate it back to 
its upright position. 

 
Ready 

● Minions that are ready are not exhausted. 
 
Silence 

● Silenced minions lose all abilities, nam and sub-type, and have their 
dominance reduced to 0 until the ready phase after the next ready 
phase. Silenced minions are denoted by turning them around 180º 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

*Beginner Variant* 
 
To ease newcomers into the OverRealm experience, players can play a 
beginner variant that reduces the initial complexity. This variant eliminates 
Loadout Cards, and the Bust and Defend combat cards. When players select 
a hero, that hero’s starting ally minion is the ally minion card with the B icon 
in the middle-right. Instead of the Loadout Card dictating HP, all heroes 
begin the game with 15HP. 
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